
 

 

+ Build Your Talent Acquisition Strategy: HIRE the
Perfect Candidate

           A Startup Selling LIVE Training



 

 

+ Why is this Important?
 



 

The Problem…



 

Waste time on the wrong
candidates…



 

What are the right
QUESTIONS?



 

What are the Right
ANSWERS?



 

Miss the obvious signals



 

  The Opportunity…



 

The Complete Picture



 

The Full Story



 Reduce Risk…



 

Make the right hire.



 

3 Key PRINCIPLES



 

1. Screen



 Observe them in the wild



 

Many thanks for submitting your resume and credentials.
We're very interested in chatting with you over the next
couple of days.
 
The best place for us to start is with a quick 10-minute chat to
review your background and interest in the position.  
 
Would you mind booking a spot from the calendar below?
 
https://calendly.com/salesqualia/salesqualia-phone-screen
 
If nothing there works over the next five (5) business days,
please reply back with a few suggested days and time so that
we can schedule an initial call.
 
-Scott



 



 

Screening Question #1:

“How’s Your day going?”



 

Screening Question #2:

“What’s the #1 most interesting
aspect about the job that compelled

you to apply?”



 

Screening Question #3:

“What’s the #1 thing you can
bring?”



 

Screening Question #4:

“In 3 years, where do you want to
be?”



 

Screening Question #5:

“How do you like to be
communicated with?”



 

Screening Question #6:

“Why are you looking to make a
change?”



 

Screening Question #7:

“What other types of positions are
you applying for?”



 

DEBRIEF



 

2. Assess



 

 



 



 



 



 



 

DEBRIEF



 

3. Interview



 

 



 



 The Gas Station Question (Seth Godin)



 
Get ‘em doing stuff…

Writing emails…

Author a blog post…

Virtual Product Demo…

In-Person Demo…

Record a video…

Live Chat…

Leave a Voicemail…

 



 

DEBRIEF



 



 

HIRE Your Talent

1. Screen

2. Assess    

3. Interview



 

What are 3 Actions you can take
RIGHT NOW?



 

WHAT DO YOU NEED?
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+ Tools & Resources
 


